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Embedding a holistic engagement strategy 
across all levels of the organisation

Engaging employees is not only necessary for business as 
usual, it brings tangible benefits to the bottom line. From 
increased morale and productivity to reduced attrition and 
turnover, keeping people engaged is crucial to achieving 
organisational success.

At the CIPD Employee Engagement Conference and Workshop 
on 30-31 January 2020,  you will hear from organisations 
that have successfully increased their levels of employee 
engagement. Discover new approaches to improve employee 
experience and take away practical insight to apply into your 
own organisation. 
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Outside right flap

Why attend this conference?

  Hear the latest from thought-leaders, specialists and 
leading practitioners in employee engagement who 
have successfully implemented new initiatives to gain 
new ideas

   Learn how to apply new approaches to engagement 
to improve productivity and well-being, as well as 
attract and retain people in your organisation

    Discover practical techniques to improve your 
internal communications and develop a leadership 
culture that boosts engagement

   Engage in thought-provoking and informed 
discussions around the latest trends in  
employee engagement

   Network with like-minded professionals and industry 
leaders to gain valuable connections 

Save up 
to £120 when  
you book by  
21 November

 #CIPDEE
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Conference programme | 30 January 2020

09:00

09:30

09:40

10:20

10:50 

11:20

11:55

12:10

Registration and morning refreshments
 
Chair’s opening remarks
Mel Green, Research Adviser, CIPD
 
Keeping people motivated at times of organisational change and 
digital transformation
·  Creating a mindset shift to maintain well-being and enthusiasm, whilst  
   embracing change and flexibility
·  Supporting people with career development despite uncertainty around  
   future roles
Julie McSorley, Head of HR and Corporate Services, Oxfam Ireland

Case study: Achieving transformation through the engagement and 
passion of your employees
·   Building the business case for change and show the tangible impact of  

your initiative
·   Regaining trust and confidence through employee-led transformation
 Kate Griffiths-Lambeth, Group Director of Human Resources, Charles Stanley

Morning networking and refreshments

Case study: Creating a leadership culture to empower managers to 
engage with their teams
·   Implementing value-based leadership practices that encourage engagement
·   Developing the right behaviour and right level of accountability
Rick Lee, Chief People Officer, Willmott Dixon 
 
The engagement-performance link — what does the research  
really say?
·  Explore how engagement can be defined and how it can be measured
·  Critically discuss whether engagement really predicts performance 
Jonny Gifford, Senior Advisor - Organisational Behaviour, CIPD
 
Panel discussion: How can we best leverage data to measure 
engagement?
·   How frequently engagement should be evaluated and how to do it in the  

most cost-effective way
·   The most innovative ways of collecting data and developing an effective feedback 
strategy
Alex Sturge, Head of Communications, Engagement and Development, UK Power Networks
Birthe Mester, Managing Director and Global Head for Performance,  
Engagement and Culture, Deutsche Bank



12:45

13:45

14:20

15:00

15:30

16:00

16:25

Networking lunch

Case study: Bringing your engagement strategy to life
·  Translating your corporate strategy into a compelling narrative that  
   drives engagement
·  Leveraging a multichannel approach to communicate, advertise and brand your  
   message internally
Drew McMillan, Director of Colleague Communication and Engagement,  
British Airways
 
Panel discussion: From surveys to a holistic experience — how do you 
find new ways to boost engagement?
·  Responding to shifting expectations from employees
·  Boosting motivation through inclusion and well-being initiatives
Marco Galer-Reick, HR director, Black Sheep Coffee
Susan Fulton, Director of People, Home Group
Michelle Clark, Head of Employee Experience, Govia Thameslink Railway

Afternoon refreshments and networking 
 
Facilitated group discussions: Reflecting on your employee 
engagement journey
You will be invited to focus in groups on one of the following topic areas:
·  innovative approaches to engagement
·  effective ways of measuring engagement
·  implementing a workforce engagement strategy: successes and challenges
·  ensuring employee voice is heard
·  making an engagement survey matter
·  creating a brilliant employee experience
 
Closing keynote: Applying practical insights from neuroscience to 
improve engagement
·   Understanding how people choose to be engaged and the psychology 

of engagement
·   Exploring the impact of well-being on engagement  
Dr Lynda Shaw, Business Neuroscientist and author of ‘Your Brain is Boss’
 
Chair’s closing remarks and conference close 
Mel Green, Research Adviser, CIPD

Programme correct at time of print.



09:30 - 15:30 

Launching or revamping your employee 
engagement strategy effectively — practical 
steps and what you need to know
 
Join this interactive workshop to learn how to:

•     effectively clarify the output and objectives of your  
engagement strategy

•    identify the key drivers to engagement in your own organisation

•    enable cultural change through supporting leaders and getting buy-in

•    connect teams and employees with broader and more strategic     
 business goals 

•    maximise employee experience through developing a more  
 holistic approach

•    reboot engagement to foster unity, confidence and credibility

Facilitator: Emma Bridger, Founder and Managing Director, People Lab

Emma Bridger

For full  
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visit  
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/EE/guide
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Speaker highlights 

Dr Lynda Shaw, 
Business  
Neuroscientist  
and author of  
‘Your Brain is Boss’

Drew McMillan, 
Director of Colleague 
Communication and 
Engagement,  
British Airways

Michelle Clark,  
Head of Employee 
Experience,  
Govia Thameslink 
Railway

Susan Fulton,  
Director of People, 
Home Group

Marco Galer-Reick,  
HR Director, 
Black Sheep Coffee

Birthe Mester, Global 
Head of Performance, 
Engagement and 
Culture, Deutsche Bank

Who should attend?

   Engagement, Performance Management and 
Employee Experience Specialists, HR generalists, 
L&D specialists, OD specialists and business leaders

   Anyone interested in embedding a holistic 
engagement strategy across all levels of  
their organisation

For full  
speaker line  

up see  
CIPD.co.uk 
/EE/guide
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